
รายวิชา ภาษาอังกฤษ



Give me an adjective to describe this house.



What is your dream house like? 



Describing Houses



จุดประสงค์การเรียนรู้

1. เรียงค าคุณศัพท์ได้ถูกต้องตามล าดับ

2. พูดและเขียนเกี่ยวกับลักษณะของบ้าน



Vocabulary:

Order of 

Adjectives



opinion1

Order of Adjectives

beautiful

lovely

cute

nice

amazing

interesting



Order of Adjectives

tiny

small

medium-sized

big

large

huge

size2



Order of Adjectives

white

color3



Order of Adjectives

blue

3 color



Order of Adjectives

green

3 color



Order of Adjectives

beige

3 color



Order of Adjectives

yellow

3 color



Order of Adjectives

grey

3 color



Order of Adjectives
material4

cement



Order of Adjectives

brick

4 material



Order of Adjectives

wooden

4 material



Order of Adjectives

bamboo

4 material



Order of Adjectives

metal

4 material



Order of Adjectives

It is a/an + (adj.)

house (n.)

opinion1

size2

color3

material4

You can write a sentence to describe a house by using the following order.

- beautiful, lovely, cute, 

nice amazing, interesting

- tiny, small, medium-sized,   

big, large, huge

-white, blue, green, beige, 

yellow, grey

- cement, brick, wooden, 

bamboo, metal



What does the house look like?

It is an                                                               

1. opinion 2. size 3. color 4. material

amazing big green cement house.



What does the house look like?

1. opinion 2. size 3. color 4. material

house.lovely small beige cementIt is a 



What does the house look like?

1. opinion 2. size 3. color 4. material

house.beautiful big brown woodenIt is a 



What does the house look like?

house.cool medium-sized peach cementIt is a 



Exercise



Order of Adjectives 
Instruction: Write “R” if the sentence is correct or write “W” if the sentence 

is wrong.  Correct the wrong sentence if necessary. 



1. It is a scary big black metal house. 

________ R

Instruction: Write “R” if the sentence is correct or write “W” if the sentence 
is wrong.  Correct the wrong sentence if necessary. 

Order of Adjectives 



2. It is a yellow beautiful wooden little house. 

________ W
Correction:

It is a                                                      house. beautiful little yellow wooden 

Instruction: Write “R” if the sentence is correct or write “W” if the sentence 
is wrong.  Correct the wrong sentence if necessary. 

Order of Adjectives 



3. It is an nice brown brick house. 

________ W
Correction:

nice brown brick house. It is an

Instruction: Write “R” if the sentence is correct or write “W” if the sentence 
is wrong.  Correct the wrong sentence if necessary. 

Order of Adjectives 



4. It is an old-fashioned big cement house.

_________ R

Instruction: Write “R” if the sentence is correct or write “W” if the sentence 
is wrong.  Correct the wrong sentence if necessary. 

Order of Adjectives 



5. It is a white lovely house. 

________W
Correction:

It is a                        house. lovely white 

Instruction: Write “R” if the sentence is correct or write “W” if the sentence 
is wrong.  Correct the wrong sentence if necessary. 

Order of Adjectives 



6. It is a wonderful little bamboo house. 

________R

Instruction: Write “R” if the sentence is correct or write “W” if the sentence 
is wrong.  Correct the wrong sentence if necessary. 

Order of Adjectives 



7. It is a blue cool house.    

________W
Correction:

It is a                   house. cool blue 

Instruction: Write “R” if the sentence is correct or write “W” if the sentence 
is wrong.  Correct the wrong sentence if necessary. 

Order of Adjectives 



8. It is a strong small brown brick house. 

________R

Instruction: Write “R” if the sentence is correct or write “W” if the sentence 
is wrong.  Correct the wrong sentence if necessary. 

Order of Adjectives 



Interview



Instruction: Interview your 5 friends about what 

their houses look like using the adjectives about 

opinion, size, color, and material and write 

the information in the worksheet.

Friend 1’s name is_____________.

You: What does your house look like?

Your friend 1: It is ______________ house.



Order of Adjectives

It is a/an + (adj.)

house (n.)

opinion1

size2

color3

material4

- beautiful, lovely, cute, 

nice amazing, interesting

- tiny, small, medium-sized,   

big, large, huge

-white, blue, green, beige, 

yellow, grey

- cement, brick, wooden, 

bamboo, metal

Let’s wrap it up!



บทเรียนครั้งต่อไป



A house is made of walls 

and beams; a home is 

built with love and 

dreams.


